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15-16, 2018 with participants from across

workshop Applied Category Theory: Bridging

academia, industry and government (see

Theory & Practice, held at the US National In-

appendix). The following is a summary of

stitute of Standards and Technology. A more

the meeting; a more detailed report will

substantial report will be published later this

be circulated at the ACT2019 meeting and

year, and a preliminary version will be circulated

published later this year.

at the ACT2019 conference.
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Community Development

Introduction
Current Landscape: Outside of pure math,

As systems in industry, transportation,

CT applications are most developed in

communication, health care and national

physics and computing,

security become more and more com-

quantum theory and functional program-

plex, their design, implementation, main-

ming.

tenance and diagnosis become more ex-

cent flurry interest in broader applications,

pensive and prone to failures. At present

with a number of workshops on the topic

we lack the principled foundations needed

held across Europe and the US. Much of

to even express these problems, much less

this interest has been driven by a robust

provide solutions, predictions or guaran-

online community [2, 3, 24] as well as

tees about behavior. One promising avenue

research centers at Oxford, MIT and UC

for addressing these problems is the grow-

Riverside.

most notably

However, there has been a re-

ing field of Applied Category Theory based

Since the 2018 NIST workshop, commu-

on a mathematical language for studying

nity infrastructure has improved dramati-

compositional systems.

cally, with a new journal (Compositionality

To explore the prospects and challenges

[1]), a new annual meeting (ACT2019 [9])

for pursuing this approach in practice, the

and an umbrella organization for smaller

Information Technology Lab of the US Na-

local meetings (SYCO [28]). So far, com-

tional Institute of Standards and Technol-

munity development, both intellectual and

ogy (NIST) organized a workshop on March

infrastructural, has been driven primarily
1

by mathematicians, though there is scat-
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Domain-Specific Applications

tered interest from domain experts and
funding agencies in a number of areas.

Current Landscape: Traditional applica-

Challenges: The ACT community today is

tions in physics and computing are well-

small and also skewed in several respects.

documented [4, 7], and existing com-

There is a (relative) abundance of math-

munities in categorical quantum mechan-

ematicians and a deficit of domain spe-

ics and functional programming are well-

cialists, which can lead to interesting the-

established.

ory but sometimes trivial or unconvincing

applications are somewhat scattered, but

applications. The community is also pre-

cover an impressively broad range of sci-

dominantly male and mostly centered in

ences and engineering including biology

Europe and North America. At a more in-

[23], chemistry [5], economics [17], nat-

dividualized level it is difficult to identify

ural language processing [11], materials

other researchers interested in similar ap-

science [18], cyber-physical systems [21]

plications or approaches.

and machine learning [16] to point out a

Next Steps: Generally speaking, all the

few. Discovery is difficult, with publica-

elements of this report–domain applica-

tion across a wide range of math and do-

tions, pedagogy, tool support–are needed

main venues.

Outside of those areas, the

Furthermore, though most publications

to grow and diversify the ACT community.
Here, we consider the potential value in

detail incremental research,

there are

better centralization. First, the field would

very few domain-specific introductions to

benefit from a central portal with informa-

CT which could provide entry points for

tion on papers, researchers, job opportu-

this work.

nities, etc. This could be used both to dis-

the quality and sophistication of CT ap-

seminate information and to crowd-source

plications varies widely.

information collection and curation from

present interesting ideas marred by tech-

the community.

nical flaws, while others may be valid but

Compounding this problem,
Many papers

too abstruse for domain specialists to fol-

Centralization of research efforts is also
valuable, especially for interdisciplinary

low.

interaction.

Long-term, focused efforts

Challenges: Developing a new domain ap-

will be required for CT-based approaches

plication for CT involves challenges in ei-

to meet or exceed parity with existing

ther direction.

methods. This will also be necessary to

methods and examples must be translated

move away from toy models, towards the

into categorical terms, often involving

more substantial proof-of-concept imple-

substantial generalization. Next, we must

mentations that will be needed to sell real-

convince practitioners that this new view-

world adoption.

point is valuable.
2

First, domain concepts,

Although better tool

support should eventually make this eas-

background knowledge [15, 20, 25]. Along

ier, for now these arguments often rely on

somewhat different lines, the recent text-

subjective judgements about understand-

book [10] uses categorical structures called

ing and intutition. In many cases, it is the

string diagrams to develop the basic the-

breadth and uniformity of a CT approach

ory quantum mechanics. There is also a

which is appealing, and this may not be

wealth of online content (most notably the

visible from a singular application.

n-Category Café [2]) which provides ac-

Next Steps: One short term step is the cre-

cessible and informal introductions to a

ation of a literature review, organized by

wide variety of topics.

topic and level of sophistication, so that

large class of resources available for un-

those from other fields can easily identify

derstanding CT in terms of functional pro-

prior work which is both of interest and

gramming. CT is even the topic of a popu-

appropriately pitched.

lar non-fiction book: Cheng’s How to Bake

There is also a

π [8].

When developing “CT for X”, the early
stages of concept translation and example

Challenges: The main challenge in ACT

building may be of little interest to those

pedagogy is to balance the inherent gener-

in the field; in this respect, ACT venues can

icity and abstraction of categorical meth-

act as a launch ramp as these fields come

ods with concrete examples and ideas from

up to speed. Once initial results establish

the field.

a CT perspective on the field, workshops

technical areas, where researchers may not

and conference tutorials are a good way to

be comfortable with the technical style of

broadcast those ideas, and generate inter-

rigorous mathematics.

est and critique from the target audience.
In discussion,

This is especially true in less

Pedagogically speaking, the breadth of

participants identified

potential applications is another challenge

several specific fields which may be ripe for

in itself. A wide variety of domain-specific

categorical applications, in particular sys-

introductions will be necessary to drive in-

tems engineering and data science. No-

terest and adoption in existing fields, but

tably, both are generic sciences, concerned

this is needed in order to bring in the

with general methods which can be applied

deep domain expertise which is sometimes

across a wide range of specific examples.

lacking in ACT.
Next Steps: In addition to introductory
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texts, it would be useful to have a central-

Pedagogy and Exposition

ized and openly-licensed repository of exCurrent Landscape: The learning curve for

amples, diagrams, course documents and

CT is notoriously steep, but the barrier to

other labor-intensive resources that could

entry is trending down. There are several

be used and improved by others in the

good introductions to CT which assume no

community. This could also help to de3

velop domain-specific pedagogy more ef-

manipulate them computationally. Today

ficiently, assembling it somewhat modu-

we may describe a string-diagram proof in

larly from existing libraries of explana-

terms of “sliding boxes past wires”, but

tions and examples.

this is much less powerful than construct-

The potential for CT in the development

ing a formal encoding of a proof by actu-

of other subjects should not be under-

ally sliding boxes around a screen, an intu-

stated, analogous to learning one’s na-

itive process that opens the door to a much

tive language as a child. Authors should

broader audience. However, several par-

also consider alternative forms of presen-

ticipants warned from personal experience

tation; for example, engineers might pre-

that the design issues involved in such a

fer a cookbook full of prototyped examples

project are extremely subtle.

to formal definitions and proofs.

Additionally, the complex systems that
we hope to model with CT are simply
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too complicated to keep track of without

Tool support

automated guidance. One system model
might involve dozens of diagrams, tables

Current Landscape:
There are a number of extant software

and other “local” descriptions which are

projects which involve CT in some way;

all inter-related: processes have require-

we will not attempt to survey them here,

ments which refer to state variables which

but this will be documented in the full re-

arise from components which are docu-

port. Many projects are proof assistants

mented in diagrams and so on. For any-

[6, 19], developed by category theorists to

thing larger than a toy model, changes

help check and structure proof about cat-

in one place must propagate automatically

egorical structures. Others use categorical

(or in a guided way) in order to maintain

structures to target some some particular

consistency.

domains, such as databases [22, 26] and

Finally, the essential uniformity of cat-

software specification [27]. Most of these

egorical methods suggests that many ele-

tools are are relatively small-scale proto-

ments of CT software should be reusable.

type applications, with neither industrial

However, existing projects tend to start

horsepower nor intuitive user interactions,

from scratch and usually fail to interop-

although some startups are working to ad-

erate. Better mechanisms for sharing and

dress these issues in order to commercial-

integrating CT-based code could lead to

ize CT-based technologies.

substantial efficiency gains in implemen-

Challenges: CT’s diagrammatic notation

tation.

is already among its most valuable fea-

Next Steps: One early goal should be bet-

tures, but the true utility of these repre-

ter engagement with the functional pro-

sentations will not be revealed until we can

gramming community. It is a prominent
4

success story for the field, as well as a po-

research, most funding to date has come

tential partner in the development of more

from government sources, both civilian

robust and easier-to-use tools. Similarly,

and military.

there may be some affinity with the com-

in industry was elevated in recent years

puter algebra and graph rewriting commu-

by several DARPA programs [12–14], and

nities, which both employ CT at some lev-

both start-up and incumbent businesses

els.

are exploring potential applications.

However, ACT’s visibility

Realizing the intuitive promise of a

Challenges: The promotion of ACT within

“computational category theory” will re-

funding agencies and industry will be dif-

quire a deep interaction between mathe-

ficult given its reputation, even within

maticians, computer scientists, user inter-

mathematics, for abstract non-sense”.

face experts and domain specialists. For

Encouraging investment in this area will

individuals and small groups, prototype

require a clear and concise explanation of

implementations remain valuable tools for

the pragmatic benefits that CT brings to the

exploring the space of potential software

table, and these are often not the elements

solutions. The sort of broad-based system

of interest to a mathematician.

described above is a longer-term goal, and

Next Steps: Obtaining the funding needed

will require substantial buy-in from both

to develop ACT to its full potential will

the public and the private sector. Justifying

require, essentially, a marketing cam-

such an investment will require much bet-

paign. This should target decision-makers

ter requirement and design specifications.

in terms of costs and capabilities rather

A good start would be the specification of

than definitions and theorems; for those at

a categorical modeling language, to store

the top, what CT can do matters more than

and document CT-based models and (pos-

how it works.

sibly) act as an exchange format between

answers–understanding, precision, reuse,

existing categorical data structures.

interoperability–which must be organized

There are many possible

into a coherent statement of value.
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On a smaller scale, a variety of part-

Funding

nerships may be effective for opening up
Current Landscape: Both interest in and

new funding sources.

funding for ACT seem to be growing

are highly regarded, making collaborations

rapidly, though from a low base. Much

between mathematicians and domain spe-

of this tied applications in quantum com-

cialists a relatively easy sell in many con-

puting and functional programming, but

texts. Industry-university collaborations

also less developed areas like systems the-

tend to be funded at higher rates than other

ory, information theory and natural lan-

grant programs, and can help to build in-

guage processing. Typical of early-stage

terest for CT in the commercial setting.
5

Formal methods

This sort of seed project provides the jus-

pragmatism.

tification and proof-of-concept needed a

Next Steps: The first step in driving adop-

broader marketing campaign.

tion of CT will be the identification of
concrete use cases, and the added value
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that a CT-based approach provides.

Adoption

In

many cases, this is more an issue of
Current Landscape: Today, adoption of

methodology–how does CT apply to the

CT techniques and ideas in real-world ap-

problem at hand?–than it is of develop-

plications is limited almost exclusively to

ing new mathematics. Prototypes and de-

functional programming. However, as the

tailed examples are critical, as they provide

modern world becomes more and more

a starting point for others to refashion for

connected, the importance of interaction

their own purposes.

and composite systems will only grow. The

Proponents for a specific application

prevalence of cost over-runs and design

need to establish a road map running from

failures in in major projects and products

theoretical development through produc-

shows that there is deep need for a more

tion. What are the milestones and metrics

principled and systematic approach to the

by which the application will be judged?

modeling of complex systems, broadly

How long will it take to translate from toy

construed.

implementation to prototype to production

Challenges: Many participants from out-

system? What are the major risks involved

side mathematics expressed some confu-

in development, and what sorts of exper-

sion about what sorts of practical prob-

tise are needed to overcome them? An-

lems CT is useful for solving. Particularly

swers to questions like these are necessary

tricky, given that CT is often viewed as a

for ACT to move from idle curiosity to le-

foundational approach, will be the need to

gitimate business decision.

work within the bounds of existing infrastructure and workflows.

Strategically speaking, some suggested

Significant ef-

that ACT may benefit from targeting “tool-

fort must be devoted towards backward-

smiths” rather than end users. These are

compatibility.

researchers who (want to) create tools for

It is also necessary to consider earlier at-

others to use.

By creating those tools

tempts to apply CT, and why they failed to

within a categorical framework, it may be

spark broader interest in the field. Several

possible to simplify or automate the cre-

participants emphasized sociological char-

ation of features like databases, servers

acteristics that held back earlier move-

and user interfaces which are critical for

ments, especially a fairly dogmatic attitude

getting a working implementation off the

towards mathematical and categorical pu-

ground but orthogonal to the intellectual

rity, and a resistance to compromise and

substance of the project. As several gen6

erations of software development (desk-

[9] Bob Coecke, editor. Applied Category

top, mobile, cloud) have shown, one of the

Theory 2019. Oxford, July 2018.

surest paths to market share is by provid-

[10] Bob Coecke and Aleks Kissinger. Pic-

ing concrete benefits for developers.

Cambridge

turing quantum processes.
University Press, 2017.

[11] Bob Coecke, Mehrnoosh Sadrzadeh,
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